
XTreme Matt has a convincingly impressive look with a previously unknown, enormous colour transparency and depth – and a pleasantly warm, velvety soft touch. 
Although the matt, low-reflection surface has a especially fine appearance, the texture is durable, resistant and easy-care. The warm “soft” surface invites you  
to touch it – and remains insensitive to fingermarks and traces of grease.

This surface is distinguished by its pleasantly natural feel.

HS is a fashionable yet enhanced performance gloss finish designed to both complement the effect of the decor and provide improved abrasion  
resistance when compared to standard gloss finishes. All gloss surface finishes will scratch and will also show scratches more easily. Additional care  
should be taken accordingly in both installation and use.

Fine Grain has a fine texture and evokes an association with ceramics and stoneware. Wood becomes tangible, gets a softer feel and a natural impression.  
The visual matt appearance is supported by its tactile appeal. 

Universally applicable neutral and ideal surface. TC is a classic for worktops as this surface is particulary resistant to fingerprints.

XM XTreme Matt

SURFACE TEXTURES
  11 surface textures in a wide variety of decors

   Ranging from smooth Enhanced Semi Matt (MS) through to extravagant mirror gloss finish (HS) and everything in between.

MS Enhanced  
Semi Matt

HS Enhanced  
High Gloss

FG Fine Grain

TC Top Face 

Elegantly matt, smooth and fine structure, sensitive design. Recommended for horizontal and vertical applications.

CT is a surface texture especially suitable for stone reproduction decors. Whilst offering both the feel and optical effect of a natural stone surface,  
the product retains the usual high performance characteristics of a Duropal worktop.

The generous, deep wood structure is particularly suited to expressive hardwoods and softwoods. Distinguished by a unique gloss/matt effect;
provides tangible depth. Large scale structured woodgrains look particularly authentic with this structure.

This modern structure with numerous material properties is like a chameleon. The craftsmanship of the material is emphasised by the matt, rough feel;  
momentum and generosity caused by a subtle brush stroke, which gains depth by the glossiness.

Naturalness and precision characterise this delicate wood structure. The fine surface texture looks like it’s been freshly sanded. The pores are arranged  
irregularly and linear. Their different depth and edge sharpness make them look extremely authentic. Natural Wood can be universally applied to many  
fine-pored woodgrains. 

Looks and feels like brushed wood with a gloss-matt effect. It addresses the current trend for strong and distinctive surfaces.
The surface texture is parallel without pronounced wood figures, knots, etc.

VV Top Velvet 

CT Crisp Granite

MO Montana 

SX Stucotex 

NW Natural Wood 

RU Rustic Wood


